SUGGESTED READING LIST + PRACTICE

Suggested Reading List

Here's a short list of some foundational works for our department that we recommend you peruse, or read cover to cover, between now and the beginning of the academic year.

- *Place Attachments: Advancements in theory, methods, and applications* (Lynne Manzo, Patrick-Devine-Wright 2013)
- *Ecological Design* (Ken Yocom, Nancy Rottle 2011)
- *Insurgent Public Space* (Jeff Hou, ed. 2010)
- *Greening Cities, Growing Communities* (Jeff Hou, Julie Johnson, Laura Lawson, 2009)
- *Unbounded Practice* (Thaisa Way, 2009)
- *Emerald City* (Matthew Klingle, 2009)
- *Landscape Urbanism Reader* (*Edited by Charles Waldheim*, 2006)
- *Design for Ecological Democracy* (Randolph T. Hester, 2006)
- *Ecological Design and Planning* (Thompson and Steiner, 2006)
- *Placing Nature* (Joan Nassauer, 1997)
- *The Death and Life of Great American Cities* (Jane Jacobs, 1961)

*Landscape Architecture Magazine* or *Topos Magazine* or *Landscape Journal*—visit the Built Environments Library in Gould Hall for current and back issues.

Sketching / Digital Practice

As your studies and practice in landscape architecture involve visual communications, you would be well-served to practice your hand and digital representation skills this spring/summer. Spend some time sketching and diagramming this summer as you enjoy the sunshine, drawing what you find important in the places you visit. Get acquainted, or more facile, with graphic software, such as Google SketchUp and/or Adobe programs. Start a personal digital collection, taking photos of places and features that interest you.